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Abstract
Since the late 2000s, development of next-generation sequencing allowed to facilitate the reconstruction of genomes
for an increasing number of organisms. However, due to the limitation of cultivation techniques to isolate and
sequence microbial genomes, only a little part of microbial diversity has been accessible so far. The rise of metagenomics is helping to access a wider part of bacterial diversity, to better determine and understand microbial
communities structure, and also enables the reconstruction of genomes from metagenomics data, or MetagenomeAssembled Genomes (MAGs). The reconstruction of MAGs implies two steps, first the assembly of the metagenomic
samples, and second the binning, which consists in grouping contigs more likely to belong to a common genome,
based on their compositional features and differential coverage between several metagenomics samples. While an
increasing number of samples is thought to enhance quality of reconstructed MAGs, resources consumption also increases with the number of samples. Thus, a relevant grouping of samples into co-samples sets has to be performed.
Using TARA oceans datasets, recent studies have combined samples using geographic distances [1, 2] nevertheless
no consensus exists on how to co-assemble samples [1, 2, 3].
In this work, we explored an approach relying on ecological distances between marine metagenomic samples
sequence similarities to group our samples in co-samples sets. These distances were computed using sequence
similarities between the different samples, using Simka[4]. Optimal clustering approaches found several solutions
that satisfy both needs to group ecologically related samples, and to limit number of samples per co-samples sets. We
then tested three different assembly strategies, on three toy co-samples sets we gathered using distances previously
computed. Assembly strategies has an influence on the number and the quality of the MAGs. While a coassembly
approach using several samples allows to reconstruct more MAGs than single-sample assembly, quality of MAGs can
decrease with the increasing distances between coassembled samples. An approach combining both single-assembly
and coassembly approaches can offset their disadvantages.
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